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Search for
newVP
narrows
By RHONNDA KERR

Photo by JOHN BERNING

RAINING .CHAMPS: Members of Alpha Gamma Delta celebrate their fifth consecutive win of the overall

competition at the annual Lambda Chi Alpha Watermelon Bust. Heavy rain di d not dampen the spirits of (front, from
left) Stephanie Bartlett, Jamla Newton, Coach Jeff Bloecker, (back) Tracy Owen and Kasey Brandon. See related
story on page 12.

Editor In Chief
Murray State University will soon be
one step closer to finding a new vfce presi·
dent for university relations and ad·
ministrative services.
On Monday, the vice presidential
screening committee will present Presi·
dent Ronald J. Kurth with a list of five
final candidates for the position.
The five fmalists will be chosen from a
pool of applicants obtained over the past
three months, said committee chairman
Jim Hammack.
"We received a large number of applications from highly-qualified, e)!perienced
people from all over the country," Ham·
mack said. "I really had no idea what to
expect, but I've been very pleased with
the number of applications we've receiv·
ed. The search is going very well."
The presidential screening committee,
made up of seven representatives of faculty, staff, students and the Board of
Regents, will examine each of the applications carefully in search of the five people
most qualified for the job, he said.
"This position is a very important one,"
Hammack said. "It carries a great deal of
responsibility, and we are looking for a
combination of qualifications."
Hammack said the qualifications for
which the committee is searching include:
experience and the appropriate creden·
tials, evidence of accomplishment, leader·
ship ability and managerial skills and a
See SEARCH
Page 5

Earthquake shakes Murray State
By LEIGH LANDINI
Assistant News Editor

Murray State University was
shaken Wednesday as a mild
earthquake rattled the area at
8:18a.m.
The Central. Mississippi
Valley Seismic Network at St.
Louis University said the
temblor measured 4.6 on the
' Richter scale and was centered
near Scott City, Mo.
It was felt in Western Kentucky, West Tennessee,
Southeast Missouri, Southern
Illinois and Arkansas.
Dr. Neil Weber, chairman of
the department of geosciences
at Murray State, said a pattern
of earthquakes has existed in
this area since the 1850s. The
moderate quakes such as a 5.1
temblor in 1987 usually occur
in interval$, he said.
The Wednesday quake relieved some stress on the New
Madrid fault and relieving
some of the stress could lessen
the severity of a catastrophic
quake, Weber said.

"This is helping to relieve
stress. Moderate earthquakes 'We average an earthtend to relieve stress," Weber quake every three to
said.
Weber said the focus of the four days. We really
quake was 10 kilometers below are in earthquake
the earth's surface.
country.'
Dr. Robert Herrmann, pro-Weber
fessor of geophysics at St. Louis
University, said the quake was Cit.y, Mo. area to measure any
the largest temblor in l'ecent aftershocks.
•
history.
Hausmann said the after·
·'It's a little independent shocks could be too small for a
event, nothing surprising," human to detect, but the
Herrmann said.
seismologic equipment sent ~
He said the area has an earth: with the students should be
quake measuring 4 or more on able to detect any aftershocks.
the Richter scale every four
The Murray State Mid·
years.
Amerjca Remote Sensing
"As far as earthquakes, it is a Center detected an aftershock
warning that we live in an area of the quake at 8:46 a.m.
that we should worry about,'' Wednesday, Weber said.
Herrmann said. "We should
Seismologic activity is fairly
take precautions." common for this area, he said.
"In that entire area of New
Aftershocks normally follow
an earthquake. Laurie Madrid, Mo., we record 200 earHausmann, executive secretary thquakes a year, but only two or
of the Central Mississippi three are felt," Hausmann said.
Valley Seismic Network, said "It's not unexpected."
"We average an earthquake
St. Louis University has sent
teams of students to the Scott every three to four days,"

Weber said. "We really are in
earthquake country."
Weber said 90 percent of the
more than 200 quakes each
year are not detected by
humans, but seismologic equipment can detect the vibrations.
Murray State has a piece of
equipment which detects
seismic waves at Land Between
the Lakes known as the strong
motion seismometer. Weber
said the sensor for this piece of
equipment is located in the
bedrock.
The center has not yet deter·
mined if the quake was an
isolated event or if it may be
leading to a series of quakes,
Hausmann said.
Although most scientists have
little, if any, faith in the Dec. 3
temblor prediction by Iben
Browning of New Mexico, they
agree that the region will have
a quake on the magnitude of 6
to 6.5 on the Richter scale in the
next 50 years, Weber said.
"We're not going to see a
rnassi\'e devastation of this
region," Weber said.
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SAA, SGA 'tie one on' for U.S. troops
By JANEEN MIRACLE
Reporter
The Student Alumni Association and the Student Government Association are combining forces to "tie one on for the
troops."
The two groups _will sell red,
white and blue friendship
bracelets Oct. 1 and 2 in the
Currie Center.
The donations from this ac·
tivity will help to support the
goal of the two organizations of
sending care packages to those
soldiers involved with Operation Desert Shield in the Middle
East.
"It's hard for our troops to adjust to being away from home,
so it's really important that
they know we support them,"
said Donna Herndon, SAA
adviser.
"The SAA and the SGA decided if we were going to show support effectively we were going
have to get together," she said.
This concern for support was
initially instigated by Tina
Swift, a junior special education
major from Mayfield.
When her fiance was sent to

Saudi Arabia, she decided to
start a project cal l ed
"Adopt-A-Soldier," which
would allow students to write
and send special packages to
the soldiers.
When t he idea started to
grow, Swift decided to get the
help of SAA, who in turn a.eked
for the help of SGA.
"I think the soldiers are more
than just troops. They're
human beings who deserve support,'' Swit said.
"I wanted to help because I
don't know if my fiance will
walk back home or come back in
a body bag," she said.
SGA is helping by providing
volunteers and a phone where
students can call and get names
and numbers of soldiers in
Saudi Arabia.
"Murray State is trying to
help other people. It's good to
let students who have been called to Saudi Arabia know that
they haven't been forgotten,"
said Eddie Allen, SGA
president.
Surrounding businesses are
also directing help toward the
cause. Wal-Mart donated most

of the thread for bracelets while
Piggly Wiggly, K-Mart, IGA
and Storey's have set out collection boxes for care packages.
Collection boxes are also
located in the SAA office in
Sparks Hall and the SGA offices
and the University Store in the
Curris Center.

To write a soldier
_-...,__ in the
Mldille ·East ...
I

Items that are mailed must be
checked carefully, since the
Saudis will not allow anything
with Biblical references, sexual
innuendos, or any pork or pork
by-products into their country.
Items that are suitable for
sending are writing paper,
cassette tapes, envelopes, pens,
drink mixes and chewing gum.
"We must understand that
the Saudis are trying to
preserve their culture," Hern·
don said. "We must be sensitive
to this and be careful when we
ship packages."
SGA and SAA'slogo is a ''Circle of Care" showing people
holding hands around the
earth. Students who would like
to aid the soldiers can do so by
sending a self-addressed
envelope to one of the addresses
shown in the graphic.

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
Illustration by KARL FLOOD

P.ro.vost.position Insurance policies cover
seems successful more thail StudentS think'
By RHONNDA
• Editor in Chief

KERR

The newly established provost position seems to be a
success at Murray State
University.
"It's working," said James
L. Booth, provost and vice
president for academic and
student affairs. "At first it
was working slowly. But,
now we've gone through the
working-out proceas, and it's
going very well."
President Ronald J . Kurth
said the provost is succeasful
because of the man that
holds the position.
"We're fortunate to have a
man of Dr. Booth's com·
petence and ability to do the
job," be said. "It's no surprise the position is working
successfully.''
The Board of Regtmts voted
in May to establish a provost
position to focus on trouble
shooting and problem solv·
ing, Booth said.
"Given the experience of
last year, it was very clear to
me of the need for a provost
position," he said. "Tradi·
tionally the final authority
for everything has rested
with the president, and we
are simply too large and too
complex for one person to
have that overwhelming
responsibility."
Booth said the new position takes a great deal of the
tedious, day-to-day operational detail out of the president's office.
"We are trying to get him
untangled from the un·
necessary paperwork and
minor problems, so that he
will be able to devote more
time and energy to the real

iasues of the University the leadership iuues on and
off campus," be said.
No ofliciallist of duties or
responsibilitiea of the provost has been eatablished,
Booth said. "We would
rather that evolve on a dayto-day basis."
..Neither of ua feels that a
list of responsibilities is
something that has to be
nailed out right away," he
said. "We would rather grow
into a model that will work
for Murray State
University."
One thing Kurth and
Booth have "nailed out" is
the plan to push the decision·
making proceas down to the
appropriate level and at the
same time raise the level of
professionalism on campus,
Booth said.
"This is one of the objec·
tives Dr. Kurth and I have
discussed at length and are
in complete agreement
about," he said. "We want
the people at Murray State
to deal with iuues not
personalities."
Booth said the only way
the provost position will be
successful is if all University
groups assume more respon· 1
sibility, become bolder in
their decision making and
operate at the highest profes- ,
sional level possible.
'
"We have got to treat one
another as professionals and
avoid the pitfall• of petty
personality conflicts," he
said.
"Since be came here, Dr.
Kurth has shown me that he
really wants what is best for
the University," he said.
"He is not going to let his ego
get in the way of that."

By JAMES 0 . LOCKWOOO
Staff Writer

students do not need to get their
own insurance.

As students anive on college
campuses, they bring with them
jewelry, televisions and stereos
to make dorm life seem more
like home. Such expensive personal items make students
vulnerable to theft.
But students who are victims
of theft are not left without
help.
Most do not realize that their
parents' homeowner's in·
surance covers most of the personal property they bring from
home. Student insurance is also
available.

"We recommend that
students keep their personal
property under their parent's
policy," he said.
Shipley said it is the least ex·
pensive and easiest way to in·
sure a student's belongings.
He said most homeowner's
policies also cover students living ofT campus except for
graduate students and married
students.
Murray State has a low crime
rate especially when compared
to regional schools, Martin said.
Martin said if a theft does OC·
curs, students should call their
parents flrst so they may report
it to their insurance agent.
The department of public safe·
ty will work with the insurance
investigators to return the property or release the police files
so the property may be replac·
ed, he said.
"We have a good return rate,"
Martin said.
But, he said students should
not try to have items stolen or
lost just to collect the insurance
money or replace the item with
something better.
Martin said fraud is treated
like a theft.
Theft of $100 or more is con·
sidered a felony and can carry a
prison sentence.
"If there is a problem, we will
addreas it," he said.
On the average, 50 to 60
thefts are reported each year
from dorms or cars parked on
campus, Martin said.

"Homeowner's insurance does
cover property stolen from a
dorm," said Capt. Carl Martin
of Murray State University's
department of public safety.
He said many items are never
replaced because students do
not realize that their personal
property is covered under their
parents' insurance.
Students can also apply for
their own insurance to cover
valuables while they are at
school.
National Student Services,
Inc., in Stillwater, Okla., has offered insurance to students
since 1971. Karen Gallagher·
Cooper, a representative for the
Oklahoma company, said they
are accepted on more than 300
campuses.
That insurance company provides coverage on personal
items for theft, frre and water
damage plus any other occur·
rences that may cause loss of
property.
Gallagher-Cooper said 250
claims are filed each year with

95 percent of those claims in·
volving theft.
National Student Services offers different policies that cover
most electronic equipment,
computers, cameras and other
personal property kept by the
student in his dorm while in
residence.
Students living off campus in
apartments, sorority or fraternity houses are also eligible for
the insurance.
"Most things will be covered
under this policy," Gallagher·
Cooper said.
The Oklahoma-based company insures property in transit
as well.
Policies may range from
$2,000 to $10,000 with a $25,
$50 or $100 deductible. The
least expensive policy is $22 a
month for $2,000 worth of
coverage with a $100
deductible.
Gallagher-Cooper said the
policy is convenient because it
may be used in conjunction with
a parent's homeowner's policy
and may even be used instead of
the parent's policy.
Dan Shipley, an independent
insurance agent with Murray
Insurance Agency, said

Six liicycles are reported
stolen each semster, he said.

ACT enhances testing process
By

MELANIE BUCKLIN

Assistant News Editor

Introducing ... the new and
improved American College
Testing Program.
Each year businesses strive to
create new and improved for·
mulas for their laundry
detergents, tennis shoes and
cars. This year, the American
College Testing Program is no
exception.
Since October 1989, high
school juniors and seniors who
take the ACT to fulfill the admission requirements for Murray State University are taking
the new '' Enhanced ACT
Assessment."
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions, said the change evolved
from complaints of the old test
content and format .
"There were complaints that
the ACT was not measuring
students on the extreme ends of
the scales, both those who were
very talented and those who
were not well prepared," he
said.
"And, in English and math it
wasn't measuring some of the
t hings we need to be measuring.
So now we have eubecores in
each category," he said.
"The test also had different
mean scores throughout; one for
English, one for math, and so
on, so it made it hard for interpreters to understand what one
particular,~t of ecor~s meant to
the other , Brvan sa1d.
He said the ACT Program
analyzed thse complaints and
tested seniors throughout t he

reactions to the changes was
the belief that MSU had changed ita standard of admiSBions.
" We h aven't ch a n g e d
anything other than agreeing to
go along with what ACT· said
was the equivalent to what we
used before," she said.
Smith and Mairan Posey, acting director of the Faculty
Resource Center, conducted
workshops for the colleges on
campus in order to aquaint
them with the new equivalents,
and to answer questions about
them.
The department of
Humanistic Studies, and
specifically the English depart·
ment and undeclared advisors,
were eager to learn about the
changes because this new test
allows them to see where
students can be better placed,
Smith said.
"Down the road this may test
out to show that there is not a
direct relationship between the
scores, but it is hard to know
until students have had several
years of this test," she said.
Bryan said be believes the
changes will mainly affect the
areas of math and English.
"We (admiSBions) will be studying the results to see how they
may affect our policies in the
future, and when those studies
are done we will present them
to t he Academic Counci," he
said.
Bryan said currently the composite score of all MSU students
on the old scale is 19.9, and 20.9
for students seeking a baccalaureate degree only.

country, and the results led to
changes in the tests and its
scoring.
Mary Smith, admissions
systems coordinator, said
schools were complaining t hat a
single English score for the
many different skills was not
reflecting enough information.
"Now English has subscores
of usage "and mechanics and
rhetorical skills,~' she said.
"These scores help greatly on
the college level because there
has always been an arguement
that students come in with fairly good usage and skills, but are
not necessarily good in
rhetorical skills, and down the
road we can use this to interpret
how we will place students in
English classes, and how we
will allow them to pursue advanced credit," she said.
Smith also said math was
divided into three subscores
which now reflect more problems on the Lower level of abili·
ty and more on the higher level.
The subscores of the math
category include pre-algebra
and elementary algebra, in·
termediate algebra and coordinate geometry, and plane
geometry and trigonometry.
Bryan said the ACT changes
caused several administrative
changes in MSU's admissions
p r oce ss, sch olarsh i ps r e·
quirements and NCAA standards for the student athelete.
"The new test has a mean
score of 1s on all subecores, and
before the mean was varied," he
. said. " This creates some
changes for us."
Smit h said one of the biggest

;~ *· ACT

Composite
·~ Score•-

oOncordancs, Tab/8
~

I
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Voter-registration drops in Murray
By HANK DREW

Staff Writer
The number of registered
voters appears to be dropping
for this election year.
Teresa Rushing, Calloway
County court clerk, said the
drop may be because there is a
small ballot this election year.
"When there is not much on
the ballot, voter registration
drops in Calloway County,"
Rushing said.
This year's ballot will consist
of elections in the U.S. Senate
and House of Representatives,
state representatives and the
Calloway County r;chool board.
The state representatives and
the Calloway County school

board are both uncontested
races.
Despite the small size of this
year's ballot, elections will still
be significant for Murray State
University students.
"This election will be impor·
tant to MSU students. The
House of Representatives and
the senate decide how much
money and how many grants to
give to the schools," Rushing
said.
Rushing said the county
clerk's office set up registration
booths at Wai-Mart, Calloway
County High School and Mur·
ray High School in an effort to
gain more registered voters.
The League of Women Voters

Rushing- said. " It takes a while
for you to recieve them, to fill
them out and to send them back
to the county clerk."
Rushing said that she has no
Rushing said if you have not
plans to set up a booth at Murray State, but she thinks t hat voted in four years, you need to
the League of Women Voters register.
and the Veterans of Foreign
"If you do not vote within four
Wars may be registering on years , your name will
campus.
automatically be removed from
Rushing said she normally the list," Rushing said.
has a large number of absentee
Rushing said she hopes that
ballots from Calloway County the situation in the Middle East
residents going to school in makes people register to vote.
other places.
"Something like that usually
Many MSU students keep makes people feel strong about
their voter registration in their our country," Rushing said.
hometowns, she said.
Th.e last day to register is
"The studentR need to send off Tuesday, Oct. 9, and elections
for their absentee ballots now," are Tuesday, Nov. 6.
and the Veterans of Foreign
Wars are also helping register
people, RuRhing said.

_______.._...........-. --··-·- ·,

Full line of: Electrical, Plumbing, Tools,
Hardware and much, much morel

*Quality Hand-Painted
Gifts
*Painting, Jewelry , &
Mop Doll Supplies
*Classes In Fabric &
011 Painting
*Larg est Variety of
Painting Books &
Patterns In Region

BRING TIUS AD IN FOR
10°/o OFF PURCHASE
Coupon not good on special orders, sale Items, or
cash or carry prices.

*Expires Dec. 31, 1990

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
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Cent er
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Register now, exercise your right to vote
During the latter part of the 19th registration is during the years of
century, only white male property the wet/dry vote. That vote determines whether Calloway County
owners could vote. Gradually the
right to vote and choose political will continue to ban the sale of
leaders was extended to blacks and alcohol or whether it wilJ become
:•wet." This is an important issue, as
women.
Now the only requirements to vote 1s the election of government
are that one be a U.S. citizen, 18 officials.
Voting should be a privilege
years or older and that he or she be
regarded highly by freedom fighting
registered.
But a problem remains. To many Americans. However, the result$ of
teenagers, registering to vote at the U.S. voter turnout beats the sound of
age of 18 is not as valued as getting _ a different drum. Presidential eleca driver's license is at age 16. tions report a voter turnout in recent
Teenagers are more intrigued with years of 55 percent, with off year
the freedom of driving a car, rather state and local elections substantialthan with the freedom of selecting ly less at 35 percent.
Reasons for Americans' lack of
our country's leaders.
voting is attributed to many things,
Theresa Rushing, Calloway Coun- such as a lack of political efficacy ty court clerk, said per manent Americans no longer feel their vote
residents of Murray should register counts.
to vote in Calloway County. She urgIn recent campaigns, voters comed students from out of town to vote plained of the poor selection of canby absentee ballot in their home didates and the dearth of capable
county.
candidates. Some say they have no
Registration forms may be picked interest in any of the issues addressup at The Murray State News, Room ed throughout the campaign,
111, Wilson Hall. Completed forms therefore they are not compelled to
should be taken to the second floor of vote.
the Calloway County Courthouse.
Regardless of the reason, the exOct. 9 is the last day to register for cuse that you did not take the time
the upcoming election, Tuesday, to register is the most lame of all . So
Nov. 6.
take the time to fill out the registraIn Murray, it seems the only time tion card, hand it in and express
there is a push to promote voter yourself.

VOTER
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FlESlESDBACK
Date rape issue prompts male
to express his side of story
To the Editor:
If that woman in question confides
I'm responding to last Friday's
in you I'm sure you would be furious
issue in The Murray State News,
to know that the gentleman forced
Sept. 21, "Date Rape Becomes
your relative to have sex against her
Frightening Reality."
will (rape). Just imagine. No one enAfter seeing and reading so many
joys being forced to do something
issues on date rape, I began to quesagainst his or her will.
tion, "Who's dating and do they talk
In defense of men, I've heard
to each other?" Date rape has been
terms such as "she lead me to
~oing o~ f?r years. It is just that,
believe," ; "she wanted it,"; "why
some vtctims are more willing to
else would she kiss and caress me?"
report."
These are some of the issues that are
Imagine for just a moment guys.
facing men today, the mixed
I'm sure that each one of you have a
messages.
sister, aunt, female cousin, grandI've enterained females and we
mother, stepmother and for sure a
have become intimate. When faced
m~ther. With this in mind, just imwith the "not right now,'' or "not
agme that one of the above women
tonight" statements I've stopped.
in your life becomes fond of a young
For whatever reason she had she
gentleman that you approve of.
deserves a withdrawal response.
They axe seeing each other for at
Unfortunately the woman involved
least several days now. This
responded by saying: "I'm surprised
gentleman (and I am emphasizing
that you stopped," or "I did not exgentleman) treats the woman in
pect you to stop." So 1 ask myself,
question to a very nice night on the
did she or did she not want to have
town. _They r~turn to his or her place
sex? This is just the kind of mixed
of restdence. They become intimate.
messages that we give each other.
They kiss and caress each other.
I don't mean to sound cynical, but
The woman in question indicates
I don't see this to be a major prothat tonight is not the night for sex,
blem. rite question is ''Who are you
not once, but several times. The
dating?" and do you both talk to
gentleman in question does not stop
each other and listen to each other?"
which results in a sexual act that
A frightening reality? Yes, but bethe woman did not want.
ing the intelligent beings that we
She feels terrible about the evenare I'm sure we men and women can
ing and with reason she tells a
come to an agreement.
0
fr iend. Unfortunately no one
.l1.Q
-nald A • BlYd' J r.
believes her and it affects her for the
Sign grahics designer
~ ,-.-r_e_~__
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Herndon sets record straight
on status of Stacy Sommer
To the Edit~r:
.
ln the Frtday, Sept. 21 Issue of The
M_urray. State News, there was a -:'ery
mce a~1cle ~bout Stacy Sommer written
by Lon Sham. On behalf of SAA, I want
to express appreciation_ for th~ interest
and support for Stacy stlll manifested on
.
the c~mpus. . .
Lori did a mce JOb With the story. I do
need to ~~e everyone aware of. some
v~. exc1tmg !lews that I obv1ousl;y
didn t c~~urucate very well to Lon.
'!he ~2 1mbal matches that have been
1dentlfied so far from among the 402 people ~dded to the National Bone Marrow
Regtstry through MSU efforts are not for
~tacy but for other people on the waiting
hst for marrow transplants.
The fact that no match bas yet been

found for Stacy accounts for the interest
in doing another drive to try to f'md a
match for her. Even though she is currently in remission and we hope that it
will be permanant it would provide
great reassurance for Stacy and her
family if a match could be found should
her condition change.
Stacy said at the outset of our marrow
registry drive that she realized the improbability of our finding a match for
her, but said, "if someone can be helped,
it will be worth the effort." We have
every expectation that lives will indeed
be saved because MSU students have
cared enough to get involved.
Donna R. Herndon
Advisor
Student Alumni Association
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Seminar helps faculty, staff with learning
By LAURA DOUGHERTY
Staff Writer

Nothing is worse than sitting
through a boring class wishing
you were somewhere else while
the teacher lectures on and does
not pause for questions or to
make sure the class
understands.
There is a definite difference
between teaching and learning
as members of the Murray State
faculty and professional staff
will find out at a "Focus on
Learning" seminar. Saturday,
Oct. 6 in the Curris Center.
The seminar, organized by a
group of faculty, is an effort' to
bring appropriate people to
campus to help the faculty on
learning.
Gary Boggess, dean of the College of Science, said a need ex-

ists for such a seminar.
"Dr . Boggess started
generating ideas about a year
1 ago
through the council of
deans," said Bob Lochte, assistant professor ofjournalism and
radio/l'V.
"The intent is to cut through
what we do as professionals and
engage in what really counts,"
Boggess said. "We should focus
clearly on that role and engage
students in the active learning
process by involving them with
class materials."
The seminar is a refocusing or
redefining of what the faculty
does at Murray State, said
James L. Booth, provost and
vice president of academic and
student affairs.
Guest speakers for the event
will include: Ernest Boyer,

president of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching and Senior Fellow of
the Woodrow Wilson School,
Princeton University; John
Bransford, centennial professor
of psychology and senior
research scientist at the Learning Technology Center, Vanderbilt University; William H.
Graves, director of the Institute
for Academic Technology; and
Joyce Oatman, teacher in the
Chicago Public School System..
Boyer, keynote speaker and
education columnist for the
London Times will discusa how
to engage the university with
the community.
"Critical and Creative Thinking" is the topic Bransford will
speak on. His intention will be
to explain how to stimulate

creative and critical thinking statistics. "I'm also looking for· across campus and in the ward to new ideas, materials
and finding out about issues
classroom, Boggess said.
that are coming up in higher
Grave's topic, "Technology education."
Across the Curriculum" deals
The Faculty Resource Center
with how to use affordable
technological tools in higher will be planning a series ot
education.
follow -up workshops and
"The Student at Risk" is Oat- • seminars, Booth said. Marian
man's topic. She has worked ex- Posey, acting director of t~e
tensively with the at-risk Fac_u lty Resource Cen~. will
students having received na- be tn charge of scheduhng the
tional recognition for her suc- seminars.
cess with them. Her focus will
"We haven't decided topics for.
be to attune the faculty with the future seminars. We are
what is going on, being aware of waiting for evaluation questionthe at-risk students and attrac- naires after this seminar to find
ting minority students, Boggess out what the faculty is insaid.
terested in and their needs,"
Posey
said.
"We teachers need to reenergize and I am looking for"The 'Focus on Learning'
ward to that," said Grady Can- seminar is a kickoff we can
trell, professor of math and follow up," Posey said.

POUCEBEAT

Jloru:loy
11 G.m. • ~ p.m.
rue•.. Fri.
11 Cl.lfl. • 9 p .m.

•

Sept. 23
6:00 p.m. - An individual
reported being harassed.

SalurtlGy
4- 9p.m.
Clotl«l Su.ndGy

10:05 a.m. - A student in
Richmond Hall reported that
a radar detect<>r was stolen
from
his room.
3:47 p.m. - A resident adSept.
21
viser in White Hall reported a
possible vehicle break-in.
1:27 p.ni.. - John Tarvin, an
After an officer was dispatch- associate professor in the
ed, it was learned that the department of physics and
owner's boyfriend was trying astronomy, ordered a student
to retrieve the keys locked in out of his classroom. Tarvin
the car.
suspected the student of set2:48 a.m. - A guard in ting a false fire alarm near
White Hall reported that four the east wing elevator in the
or five Eastern Illinois Blackburn Science Building.
University football players
12:52 a.m. - A parent from
were causing a disturbance.
Hardin called concerned that
her son, who left campus at 8
2:05 a.m. - Two individuals p.m., Thursday for home, had
were stopped and advised to not arrived.
stop causing disturbances Sept. 20
after an anonymous caller
11:56 p.m. - A Domino's
reported two people appear- delivery driver was stopped
ing to be intoxicated and and warned to refrain from
knocking on doors in College excessive speeds in campus
Courts.
parking.
2:02 a.m. - Three males
carrying paper sacks were be·
ing loud and staggering from
White Hall to Regents Hall.
The men were sober and
walking back to Franklin
Hall.
Sept. 22
'6:33 p.m. - An obscene
phone call was received from
a call box.
11:16 a.m. - A black
backpack was reported stolen
from Winslow Cafeteria.

· Quickerburger
-TunaRoll
· Turkey & Swiss
all wU1a /Ha

• Gumbo & Salad $8.26
·Shrimp Po' Buy
with fHa $4.76

Sept. 19
11:00 p.m. - Water balloons
were reported being thrown
off the seventh floor on the
south side of Hart Hall.
7:11 a.m. - A bicycle was
reported stolen.

..

The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha

lnfortrUJtion for Poliu Beat
was gathered and compikd by
James Lockwood, staff writer,
from materials available to the
public from the public safety
office.
,

SEARCH
Continued from Page 1
knowledge of higher education
administration.
Once the committee has completed the list of finalists, "the
rest is up to the President and
the Board of Regents," he said.
Upon receiving the list of
finalists, Kurth said he will examine it carefully and consult
with James L. Booth, provost
and vice president of academic
and student affairs, before conducting interviews.
"Getting the short list of
finalists from the screening
committee is just the first step
of the search process," Kurth
said. "I will review the list, and
if Dr. Booth and I agree that
each and every one of them is

$2

someone that we would like to
have in the position and someone we could work with, we
will consult with the Board of ,
Regents and make arrangements for them to come in
for interviews."
Hammack said he is confident
that the President and the
Board of Regents will find the
person they are looking for
among the list of finalists.
" I' m confident that the
University 'will find among
these applicants a person who
can provide the quality of
leadership and the depth of
knowledge and experience that
will best serve the University,"
he said.

--

would lik$ to recognize
the
finest men
.
on Murray·s campus
Biewi~g

Sean Reding
Keith Ricnards
Sa~ Br~ett
Bryan Buley
Michael Robertson
Allen KObler
Joe Shade
~hn Miller
aron Stetson
Vince Thurby

JrGk

I
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POW/MIA honored during ceremony
By ERIC WALKER

•

StaH Writer

A war was fought more than
15 years ago in Southeast Asia
and more than 1,112 U.S. service men and women gave the
supreme sacrifice - their lives
- for their country. Yet, the
status of almost 1,200 soldiers
is still unknown.
The week of Sept. 17-21 was
proclaimed as National
POW/MIA Week to honor those
prisoners of war and missing in
action who served during the
Vietnam War.
On Sept. 21, veterans, local officials, area church leaders,
families and friends gathered at
Memorial Baptist Church to
conduct a memorial service to
remember those service men
from Murray and Calloway _
r
County.
Murray State University
President Ronald J . Kurth
spoke to the group on the commitment and consistency which
those who served in foreign
wars expect.
"Those who serve want to
know that those who go to war
are of a select group and that
they have a chance of survival,"
Kurth said. "Plus, they expect
the best possible leadership during times of war.
"They expect consistency that
this type of commitment will
Members of local VFW Post
continue, to care for those who
are disabled and that they will 6291 remembered the names of
be remembered after they are Kentucky's POW/MIAs involv·
ed in the Vietnam War. Retired
gone," he said.

HOT
( It ((' 1... (

II

\\ I I I ~ .....

•

parties!~
Qfrf'8 ·l

Perfect for

!FfAMLliY

~~
Hours: Monday-Saturday

10 a.m.-9 p.m.
901 Coldwater Road
..
(Formerly Theresa's) 7 53 •8015..

---

•

Lt. Col. Bruce Thomas and Vietnam veteran Charles W. Ward
read script ure and prayed for
service men who may still be in
Southeast Asia . Prayer was also
observed to remember the U.S.
Armed Forces currently serving
in the Persian Gulf.
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry,
Calloway County Judge Executive George Weaks and Lt.
Col. Wllliam Holden, MSU
ROTC Commander, read the
names of service men from Murray, Calloway County and Murray State University who died
during the 10-year Vietnam
War.
Before the memorial service,
Dr. Alta V. Presson, former
professor of home economics,
human nutrition and dietetics,
presented a memorial scholarship in honor of three generations of Pressons and MSUgraduates.
Presson honored her late husband, Dr. William 0 . Presson.
former MSU health, physical
education and recreation professor, and her eon, Capt. Bill T.
Presson, who was killed in action in Vietnam. She also
recognized Michael A. Presson,
who graduated from MSU in
1986.
The Presson Memorial
Scholarsh ip is designated for
any U.S. citizen who is pursuing a degree in health, physical
education and recreation, in
ROTC/military science or in
home economics, human nutrition and dietetics.

Photo by REBECCA COGAN

Lt. Col. William Holden, profeuor of military aclence at Murray
State, was among the leadera, veterans and community
members who paid tribute to POW/MIA during a ceremony laat
week.
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Think Globally
Act Locally
~·

0/i\

CALENDAR
Frldav

Sept. 28

Artist Lecture. Visiting artist
Gary G. Gaffney, Cincinnati,
Ohio, will present a slide show
on large-scale a.nd wall drawing,
7 p.m., Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
A reception will follow. Free
admission.
Lut Day. Last day to drop a
first half-semester class with a
"WP" or "WE."
Drop/Add. Drop/Add continues
in Sparks Hall, first floor.
Convention. Student Govern·
ment Association State Conven·
tion, Curris Center. Registration
begins this evening.
Interviews. A Nortwestern
Mutual Life representative will
be in the Currie Center
Ballroom from 1 to 4 p.m. con·
ducting interviews for sales posi·
tio~ with a opportunity to move
into management. For more in·
formation or to arrange an inter·
v1ew call 762·3735 or 762·3801.
Women's Tennis. MSU vs.
Kansaa State, Wichita State and
Southwest Missouri State at
Springfield, Mo.

Saturday

Sept. 29

Football. •MSU vs. Tennesse
Te ch , 7:30 p. m ., Stt>wart
Stadium.
Women's Tennis. Tournament
play continues at Springfield,
Mo

Sunday

Sept. 3()

Musical. The Murray Civic
Music Association will present
Comelot , 3 p . m ., Lovett
Auditorium. Admission by
MCMA membership card or
MSU ID. For more information
or to make resevations call
753·7340.
~

Picnic. JRT students, Murray
City Park,l to 5 p.m.

Monday

Oct. 1

Entry Deadline. Last day to
enter the 2nd annual All·Greek
Horse Show sponsored by the
MSU Equestrian team. All
fraternities and sororities are
encouraged to enter. The show
will be Oct. 17 at the West Ken·
tucky Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Volleyball. MSU vs. Middle
Tennesse State at 7 p.m.
Coupons. All students who pay
for bowling or pool through Oct.
5 will receive a free coupon to be
used at a later date or time dur·
ing the Currie Center
Gameroom Give Away.
Resumes Due. Resumes are
due for accounting majora in the
placement office for pre·
screening by Ernst & Young.
Fundraiser. Student Alumni
Association and Student
Government Association will
have red, white and blue friend·
ship bracelets available on the
second floor of the Currie
Center. A minimum donation of
$1 is requested to show support
for U.S. troops in the Middle
East. "Tie One On for the
Troops" wiJl continue through
Tuesday from 8:30 to 4:30p.m.
NewsMakera. Topic for this
week's show is fraternity pledg·
ing with guests Randy
Newcomb, TKE president;
Frankie Pierce, Pike pledge
educator; and Jim Bauer, · IFC
adviser Show airs at 6:05 p.m.
on MSU TV-11.
Tuesday
2 ct. 2
Meetini. Recreation Club, 5
p.m., Room 103 of Carr Health
Building.

Wednesday

Oct.3

Application& Due. Degree ap·
plication.s for graduate <Students
for December 1990 due in Admission.s and Records Office.
Movie. The Hunt {or Red October, Curris Center Theatre.
3:30p.m. $1; 7 and 9 p.m. $1.50
with MSU ID and $2.50 without
MSU ID.
I nter view. Representativt>s
trom Phillips Petroleum Com·
pany will interview occupational
safety and health ml\iors in·
terested in a transportation
trainee position. For more infor·
mation or to set up an interview
call the placement office at
762-3735 or 762·3801.
Interview. Representatives
from the Kroger Company will
interview business or related
ml\iors for store management
trainee positions. For more in·
formation or to set up an interview call the placement office at
762·3735 or 762·3801.
Founders' Day. 2:30 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium. Classes
dismissed so students and facul·
ty may attend to honor the 1990
Golden Horseshoe recipients.

Thursday

Qct . 4

Meeting. Student Alumni
Association, 5 p.m.. Currie
Center Theater. Shield photos
will be taken.
Movie. Cinema International
presents Bicycle Thieves, Curris
Center Theatre, 7:30 p.m. Free
admission.
Meeting. Students Aiding the
Vanishing Earth, 6 p.m .,
Barkley Room of the Curris
Center. Anyone concerned with
the enviroment is invited to
attend

Wl1'1l TBII COUPON

14K GOLD IIERJUNGBONE
OR ROPE U" CHAIN A 7"
BRACELET

ONLY$99
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Complimentary facial or conditioning
treatment with purchase of haircut
($10 value)
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THIS SPACE COUlD BE
YOURSIIIJIIIIIIIIJIJIIIIIII
Just call 762-4478 and
ask for the advertising
department .
It ' s
painless and the rates
are very affordable.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline . . • . . . . • • . . Friday 2 p. m.

Greer, If I go skatln' this
weekend can I borrow
your valour top? Maybe
I'll just ask Barbara to a
movie. Gail.

Houre: Monday and Wednesday 3 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday 8:30 am. - 10:30 am. and 1p.m. - 3 p.m.
Closed weekends and holidays.
Euct cn.nge or cneclt rwqutred. NO ADS Will BE AOCEPTED OVER
THE PHONE. Ada may be mailed along with payrMnt to:
a.ASSIREDS DEPAFmAENT
n.. Murray Stat• ~
2608 Unlveralty Station
Murray, KY 42071

RATES
With MSU 10 : 15~ per word
Without MSU 10: ~per word

Bold Face - $1
Attention Getters -

Barb, I'm glad that bust
Is over now. It Is good to
see you In your own bed I
HaiG.H.

Boat. 230 h.p.
MerCrulser. New
warranty when
purchased. Comes with
mooring CCNer (a $500
optiOn). Demo. 7622331 .

Murray State News,

per Une

INDEX
PERSONAL&'GREEK HBP WANTED
ROOMMATES
LOST & FOUND
BUSINESS SERVICES
RIDES
FOR RENT
MISC.
NOTICE
FOR SALE

Service. $1 .25 per page,

Laura.

N.M2-7

Debbi e's

A4II house mates,
thanks for always
finding the time to make
me laughl You guys are
great!
Congratulations Troy
and Usa on the start of a
new lif e togethe r.
Rhonnda and Laura

1111_, CINTIR • 1Mii 1ULD110 Cll TIE
COIIIBI OF c::eun«<f II«> WAI.Dfk)P
...., LllAIE1'H IW.I.

campusorganization. PIUs

a chance at $5000 morel
This program works! No
investment needed. Call
J-8Q0..932-0528 Ext. 50

All students Who pay for
bowling or pool during
the week will reCeive a
free coupon to be used
at a later date or time.
Have an' upcoming event
and advertising Is a
problem? Try the
NOTICE section of the
classlfieds.

Woods Hall presents the
musical GET THE
KNOWLEDGE Oct. 2 at
8 p.m. In the Currls
Center Theatre.

What's
Blark

Thanks to the brothers
of Lambda Chi Alpha for
an
awesome
Watermelon Bust Week.
Love the sisters of Ar&.

computerized match
analysis. Call Kevin
Court, Murray Country
Club Tennis Pro. 7594971 .

To the Ar& house crew watch that fire alarm and
don't be using any
dishes that aren't yours.
Patti.

Typing 75~ per page.
Call 759-1072.

And

A-1 Typing Service. $1
per page. Completely
computerized . Spell
Check Included. Call
762-4769 after 10 p.m.

Rmd
All
Over
Campus?

FOR SALE
Microwave $1 10,
blender $16. Call 7622756.

Happy Birthday Greg
and Mike.

I

Typing
service s
available. Will do any
kind of typing, including
term papers. Call Amy at
3878.

And

White

The Clauifieda, of
coune. That's where
10M wbeD
they're in the market for
jut about anything at
all. It's the place to find
a great bargain, ecout
out a new job, find out
what'a going on where,
or just to have fun in the
peraoiulla section. And
when you have
something to sell or a
aervice to offer,
Claasifieda are the place
to get fast results! You
can't go wrong with
Clasaifieda in
flftlyoDe

The Mu'fTfl,y State

News.

Charlia·s Safa-T
Discount . Pharmacy

• A hDr'nHloaled maal
• A chlooa mmake new
• The OfiPO'UIIly to S!4)p()rt
unmer rrisslons & woctd
hunger relief

• 17~~~)

FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 In just one week.
Earn up to$1000foryour

Currls
Center
Gameroom
Give
Away! Monday, Oct. 1
through Friday, Oct. 51

spell check, 437-4939.

CompuTennis

• Fm&gamas
It'• all at the luncheon
eve:ry Wedneeday at
12:20 p.m. at the

T

Typing

Tennis
Lessons
Instructor certified by
the United States
Professional Tennis
Association. Prtvate and
group
lessons .

It!

$1 CAN GET YOU
ALL THIS!

S

Professional resume
and typesetting. Don't
take a chance with your
future. Get a high quality
resume at affordable
prices. Free Consulting.
24-Hour guarantee. Cal
782-2751 .

Just Do

Kevin, thanks for always
being there during these
past two years. Can't
Imagine life without you.
All my love, Amy.

A

1986 "Harrts• Deck·

Rhonnda, thanks for
being such a great
listener and friend.

a.ASSIFIEDS

Michelle, thanks for
always being there and
making life bearable. n
love, Melanie.

F

AMIFM Cass, trunk,
saddlebags, two
helmets. Very niCe.
$1300 OBO. 753-1038.

MSU-TV1 1 and ITr,
thanks for being there
when I need you. Kim,
let's do luncht-•Rueben•

*** or tl'tl'tl' - $1

1982 Honda 750
Nighthawk motorcycle.
7,800 miles. Windshield,

Great job Shield staff on
our first deadline. Happy
belated
B i rthday
Heather. Love, Jayman.

To the people of The

OVER TWENTY WORDS
With MSU 10 : 1 0~ per word
Without MSU 10: 16~ per word

Show your support for
troops In the Middle
East. Red, white and
blue friendship bracelets
wll be available In the
Currls Center Oct. 1 and
2 for a minimum donation
of $1 . Sponsored by
SAAJSGA.

We Have:

Designer fragrances, Russell Stover
candies, large Carlton greeting card
department, Pentax cameras, and Kodak
cameras and supplies .

...

Our Services & Prices Unbeatable
Whitnell
753-4175
10% off with this coupon Sept. 28 through Oct. s
- ~at Glendale
_ ._____________________________________

••••••••lili•lilllill••

l • • • • •..
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Open 7 days a week
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lllustrabon by MARK ADAMS

Strange recipes cure late night munchies
Baking cookies in the dorm
kitchen is also a favorite of
many students. "I like to bake
cookies for a snack,'' said
Teresa Reed, a sophomore ac·
counting major from
Bardstown.
"I also like to eat Pringles
potato chips and Easy Cheese
while I study," she said.
However, Sean Patterson, a
senior industrial hygiene ma·
jor from Metropolis, Ill., bas
his own version of the perfect
study munchie. ''The ultimate
choice has got to be chips and
salsa. The hot kind!" he said.

By LORI SHAIN

'I like to eat peanut
and AMY LEAR
butter, bananas and
Assistant Campus Life Editor
sugar on bread while I
At some time or another just study. Is that strange
about everyone has had an at·
h t?'
tack of the late night mun· or w a .
chies. To remedy their crav·
-Rickard
Staff Writer

ings, many college students
will make a run for the nearest
supermarket, only to emerge
with concoctions that make
their roommate's stomach
turn.
"I like to eat peanut butter,
bananas and sugar on bread
while I study. Is that strange
o~ what?" said Tammy
Rickard, a freshman social
work m~r from Princeton.

Tarts!" he said. "I also like
bagels and cream cheese too."

Katrinka Wagoner, a
sophomore special education
major from Mammoth Cave
sajd she fixed spaghetti and
garlic bread last weekend
when she got the cravings for a
Peanut butter on vanilla home-cooked meal.
waffers is the favorite late
night snack of Karla Cunn·
"It turned out pretty good
ingham, a freshman English except the spaghetti was like
and secondary education rna· rubber because my roomie
jor from Cadiz.
tried to blow the kitchen up.
The stoves don't cook evenly to
"1 also like to munch on begin with anyway," she said.
chocolate chip cookiP-s and my
roommate's Crunch and
"I feed my face at home until
Munch," she said.
I get sick and I store up the

'' I ' ll eat just about
anything," said Alan Willin·
tham, a junior music major
from Sparta, Dl.
"I like those Lunch Buckets
that you put in the microwave.
Peanut butter and jelly is
always famous, oh, and of
course you can't forget Pop

"Peanut butter pizza from
Gatti's is the best," Cunningham said.
. ~ith dorm room cooking
hmtted by the appliances that
students can bring to campus,
cooking for themselves often
becomes a problem. Many rely
on mom to send "a taste of
home cooking" back with
them on the weekends.
Russ Tilford, a sophomore
agriculture business major
from Paducah, said his mother
sends up cookies and other
homemade goods.
Cookies, brownies, cakes and
candy are some of the snacks
that make college life
bearable, said Monica Crain, a
freshman psychology major,
and Jenny Lemons, a
freshman undeclared major,
both from Dover.

food for the week, then I eat
ranch-flavored potato chips
until I go home again,'' said
Kenny Thompson, an
undeclared sophomore from
Louisville.
"I don't eat much of
anything while I'm down
here,'' he said.

,

. --

"Mom sends food, plus we
buy lots of snacks like Doritos
and popcorn, but I usually eat
most of my meals in the TRoom or Fast Tracks," Lemons
said.
With the new debit cards,
eating in the University food
establishments is easier and is
the main source of meals and
snacks for freshman and
sophomores.
Ricky Peterson, a freshman
undeclared m~r from Greenville and his roommate Eric
Richardson, a freshman who is
also undeclared, eat the majority of their meals at
Winslow and Hart Deli and
snack on the usual foods of
chips and cokes.
"One of my favorite snacks
that I can fix in the room is
Pop Tarts,'' Peterson said. He
said they are a quick answer
for a snack or breakfast.
Richardson said his favorite
snack is Captain's Wafers and
he likes to eat dinner at the
Stables.
Roy Sachleben, a junior premed major from Louisville,
said he uses the dorm' s
microwave and uses his hotpot
in addition to his meals he
buys with his debit card. "I
like to fiX noodles and rice to
supplement meals I get at Fast
Tracks," he said. On occasions,
he said he will prepare
spaghetti or chicken with his
girlfriend.

He also said he likes to get
pizza from Pizza Hut and
Pagliai's and carry.out from
Kentucky Fried Chicken.
Those without meal plans
use the dorm kitchens more
often and fmd inventive ways
to prepare meals.
Penny Futrell, a senior
marketing major from Mur·
ray, said she found it cheaper
to flX her own food when compared with eating at the
University. "We get the
Courier.Journal and on Sun·
day my roommate and I go
through the coupons to determine what we' ll have during
the coming week," she said.
Also living close to home, she
said she is able to go home
more often for a homecooked
meal. Her favorite meals are
those that are easy to fix, she
said.
"My favorites are Minute
microwave dinners, Lun·
chbuckets and LeMen us," she
said. But keepiag food in the
refrigerators is a problem
because they are so small. "1
have practically turned my
refrigerator into a freezer,"
she said.
Futrell said she is not crazy
about chocolate snacks. "I
ususally like to eat yogurt
covered pret%els or popcorn
when I am studying in the
room," she said.
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MSU students make their dream a reality
By AMY HELM
Reporter

Owning a business at age 21
is a dream for most people.
For Jim King and Darren
Tockstein, the dream became a
reality on Sept. 1 when they
became the owners ofSubby's, a
restaurant located in Murray's
Dixieland Shopping Center.
King, from Metropolis, Ill., is
a senior advertising major with
a minor in business. Tockstein,
also a senior from Metropolis, is
majoring in drafting and design
with a minor in business.
The pair said they bought the
restaurant when former owners
Robert LaGor e and Mi k e
McKee decided they wanted out
of the restaurant business.
King and Tockstein said
Subby's was not in great shape
when they bought it. They said
the advertising was not good,
and the previous owners had used money from Subby's to buy
t wo other stores and never
replaced the money.
Tocks tein had been the
manager of Subby's for more
than a year prior to his purchase of the store. He was one of
the first people to learn about
the plans to sell the restaurant.
"It (our plan) started out as a
joke," Tockstein said. "I told
Jim about Subby's being for
sale and he said, 'Hey, why
don't we buy it?' I looked at him
and said, 'Yeah, right!' Now we
own it!"
The two students are in the
process of redecorating the
restaurant. Subby's now has
full service with a host or
hostess 'on ·duty; a menu which
includes light food; free delivery
and a children's menu.
King and Tockstein work an

average of 60 hours a week at
the restaurant.
"Since I had already been
working at Subby's, it wasn't
much of a change," Tockstein
aaid.
~ said, "It took a while to
adjust to the situation."
The partners said they spend

many long nights going over
figures.
''Neither one of. \18 baa had
business except for Darren's accounting class," King said.
"The whole thing happened so
fast . We had the idea, we talked
about it, and then it was ours."
Tockstein has advice for

others seeking businesa
ownership.
"Always look at the worst
thing that can happen. You will
spend money," he said.
The new owners of Subby's
said they believe in serving the
customer. They welcome commenta or suggestions about how

they can improve the
restaurant. In fact, the light
food menu ia the result of a
customer's suggestion.
King and Tockstein said they
are enthusiastic about their acquisition. "It all happened so
fast. But I can see \18 doing
other things," Tockstein said.

Murray Gulf
South 12th Street
7~9164
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Students trek into space
through series' fan club
By HANK DREW

Stan wrtter

Freshman
IIA.IOR:

Radio & 1V
HOIIETOWN1

Waverly, Ky.
MY FAVOIIITE THING ABOUT MSU:

"My favorite thing has to be the people . •. getting to
know the people andtrying to be a part of the Yellow
Roses."
IF I COULD CHANGE ONE THING AT MSU:

"I would like tosee more of theoolors coming
together, like more black and white people doing
things together.·

Do you feel that space is the
final frontier? Da you have
dreams of standing on the
bridge of the U.S.S. Enterpriee
in full captain's uniform? Do
your friends call you a trekkie?
If so, then Starfleet may be for
you.
Starfleet is the international
fan club of Star Trek, a club
with chapters in the United
States, Canada, Australia,
England and the Soviet Union.
Rick Alvey, captain of the
shuttle Exiter, said each
chapter starts out as a shuttle of
a starship.
"A shuttle mustBtay tA>gether
for nine months and have 10
members before it can petition
for starship status," said Alvey,

Ball gives students chance
to share time, experiences
B~

TERESA MAYS

Staff Writer

The melting pot is a blending
of cultures. Murray State
University also is a melting pot.
There is a variety of international students and a determination to bring these
students together, aaid Dominic
Mwelija, president of the International Student Organization.
ISO held its International
Ball last Saturday at 7 p.m. at
the Hong Kong restaurant.
Mwelija, a graduate student in
business administration from
Kenya, said students had an enjoyable evening of food and
dance.
"The event is one of those
meant to enable members of the
international community to
s hare their time and experiences with their American
counterparts," Mwenja said.
Mwetija said the ball was
meant to bring international

students together to eat, talk
and dance.
The ISO traditionally has had
the b all at H ong Kong
restaurant, Mweoja aaid.
Mweoja said more than 100
people attended the ball. They
danced to muaie from the
United States, North Asia,
Africa and a variety of other
countries.
Chris Bell, a freshman
busi.Deaa administration major
from Belfut, Northern Ireland,
said he liked the music and
could not wait to dance to different countries' melodies.
Bell said one of the reasons he
wanted to attend the ball is so
he could meet other international students.
"I was a bit disappointed in
the food,'' Bell said. "But the
company seems w be quite
good.''
Sin Khoon Oon, a junior
finance major from Malaysia,

said he was one of the
organizers of the ball.
Oon aaid more people attended than he expected and he considered the ball a big succe88.
"I've met a lot of people here.
Because we don't have a frat at
school, this gives us a chance to
meet," Oon said.
Shut Lee, an exchange student from England who is majoring in art. said she liked the
ball and thought it was fun.
Lee said she wanted to play
her part in attending the ball.
She also knew a few people who
were going to the ball. She aaid
the dance has helped her social
life because she met two people
while she was there.
Lee said one of the things she
dislikes about MSU is the clique organizations. "We don't
have that in England. Everyone
is friendly to each other. You
don't see that here. But I've
seen it here tA>night.''

a Munay State University
junior computer engineering
nuijor.
Alvey aaid Starfleet is aet up
in paramilitary style to give the
club the feel of Star Trelt.
''The officers must attend the
officer's command school and
take a 10 question test about
how w run a starship," Alvey
aaid.
Alvey was the captain of the
starehip Constellation ll, which
is the Paducah chapter of
Starfleet.
"The Constellation ll was t he
first starship in Kentucky,"
Alvey said. "We started shut-

tlea in Louisville, Lexington
and Dawson Springs.
"We just get wgether to have
a good time and talk about Star
Trtlt, without being looked at
funny,'' Alvey said.
/
During the meeting, the
members discused different
memorable scenes from the
original Star Trelc, Star Trelc:
The Nat Generation and the
five Star Trele movies.
Dale Payne, a sophomore
physics major, aaid he grew up
watching the show.
"Star Trele shows space exploration and what could be,"
Payne aaid.

WITII THIS COUPON
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busts .out
Carlin conce·rt eriterf8inS .. Frat
with fundraiser
students, public at arena benefiting kids
By KRISTIE HELMS

With a sizable crowd on band
at Racer Arena, expectations
for the Geotge Carlin concert on
Thursday. Sept. 20, were high.
And judging from the
laughter, those expectations
were met. However, for a diehard Carlin fan, the concert
might be considered deja vu.
Carlin pulled out several
from past albums and
HBO specials. Those expecting
• fresh, new material were in for
a disappointment.

While Carlin was no fashion
plate at the concert, clad in a
white t-shirt and black pants,
be did commend some members
of the Murray crowd for their
· attire: A small group offans at·
tended the show each wearing a
t-shirt printed with a word that
cannot be said on television or
printed in a newspaper.

Editor
Murray State Universi·
ty fraternity Lambda Chi
Alpha raised more than
$1,000 for the Christian
Children's Fund by sell·
i ng t ·shirts during
Watermelon Bust Week.
Sept. 18-22.
Tlie week was kicked off
at midnight, on Spirit
Night, with Murray State
sororities decorating the
fraternity house with
posters and yelling
cheers.
A line dance contest for
the sororities, a cookout
and volleyball competi·
tion were held Sept. 19
and 20.
Traditional bust events,
such as a watermelon
bike, a watermelon eating
contest and a watermelon
crabwalk, took place on
Cutchin Field despite the
rain Sept. 21.
''It rained a lot, but that
didn't stop everyone from
having a good time," said
Mike Taylor, the· event's
coordinator.
Liz Van lten, a member
of the Alpha Gamma
Delta sorority, was named
Watermelon Bust Queen
during last Friday's
events.
"Everybody came out
looking like mud, but it
was still a blast," said
Gary Gaines, a Lambda
Chi Alpha member.
Assistant Campus Life

jok~s

Carlin's humor comes from
what he considers the stupidity
of others. What makes his
routine unique is some of the
angles he uses.
Routines such as "Life's Little
Moments;• ''Ways to Keep Peo.
ple Alert," and, of course, "The
Seven Words You Can't Say on
Television." have aged very
gracefully. They do not really
' need the profanity Carlin pours
on to m11ke them funny, but it's
harmless unless profanity of·
fends you.

Write us into your
little b1ack book!

Photo by

COGAN

George cartln, who hn ..,.,eared on HBO specials, entertained
both Murray State University atudenta and the public at a concert
sponsored by the UCB and SGA In Racer Arena Sept. 20.

singer Dennis Blair. With only
a guitar and mediocre lighting
backing him up, he won the
crowd with his many brief
The opening act was comic· musical parodies. At some

points in Blair's act, he got
longer and louder laughs than
Carlin.
In all, this was not a night
Murray will forget soon. This
concert both packed and enter·
tained Racer Arena from first
joke to final joke. Carlin and
Blair gave a fabulous show.
-Jon Futrell

The Murray
Stab! News
every Friday!

MUrray State University
Student Govemment

State Stu.d ent Government
Conference
,.
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Director's music
makes statement ·
By KRISTIE HELMS
Assistant Campus Life Editor

and CHERIE WALKER
Reporter

Dreams of playing professional basketball eventually led
Steven Michelson, the new
director of choral activities, to
Murray State University.
Michelson had studied at the
University of the Pacific in
California on a basketball
scholarship and has played the
piano since he was 5 years old,
but did not begin choral singing
until he was in college.

"I had to have a ftne arts
credit and my adviser said choir
was a great place to get that,
thinking I might enjoy it,"
Michelson said.
Photo by REBECCA COGAN

SPLIT IMAGE:

Jennifer Plocher, who Ia a senior public relations major from Marlon,
Ill., atrectches during the warm up portion of her exercises before beginning her aerobic
workout. In addition to regular aerobic classes, several resident halls are offering workout sessions to students.

Gallery to install drawings
of diversified shapes, sizes
By CAMMIE MAXWELL
Reporter

Gary Gaffn~y, who will be showing hls works
in the Clara M. Eagle Galle1·y this month,
shows how drawing on the walls is just another
"large" form of art.
Gaffney, a teacher at the Cincinnati Art
Academy, will be installing large scale drawings and other works on the walls of the entrance to the gallery today
The drawings come in all shapes and sizes.
Some are as tall as nine feet, and they are made
with varying materials. The gallery has never
had wall drawings of this size before, said
. gallery secretary Mary Herman.
Gaffney said he began creating these draw·
ings as a result of his teaching.
"1 told my students to take risks, and I felt
like I wasn't taking enough," Gaffney said.
In addition, be said all of hts drawings are
spontaneous.

"I try to keep myself from thinking about
what I do," Gaffney said.
Gaffney said people obser ving his work great·
ly encourage him.
"When people come in and talk to me and
comment on the work , they can change its direction and evolution," Gaffney said.
In his work, hints of science, mythology or
history combined with some personal ex·
perience mix together to form one of his pieces
of art. Often there is so much information in one
drawing that observers have a hard time figur·
ing it all out, Gaffney said
Students and the public are invited to stop by
and speak with the artist or simply observe the
installation today.
Gaffney will discuss and show ~lides of his
work at 7 p.m . tonight. This will be followed by
a public reception in the gallery, located on the
fourth floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The exhibit will run through Oct. 28.

As a junior, Michelson began
considering a career other than
professional basketball.

"I realized that I wasn't big
enough to be able to play professionally, so I had to change my
whole focus, and decided I
wanted to combine teaching
and music," he said.

Steven Michelson

the warmth of the faculty and
the eager responses of the
students," he said.
As director of choral activities, Michelson's responsibilities include directing the
choir, teaching university and
graduate level cour·ses and
guest conducting.

Michelson's goal as a conductor is to continue building upon
MuiJay State's reputation.

After joining the Naval
Reserves and playing basketball for the Navy in Hawaii for
" I want to continue the ex·
two years, Michelson returned cellent state.wide reputation
to California where he taught that Murray has achieved so
high school music classes and far," MicheJson said.
coached basketball for 11 years.
He has taken a step toward
Michelson then studied at this goal by establishing ~he
Arizona State University and Choral Union.
earned a doctorate of musical
The Choral Union consists of
arts in choral conducting.
about 65 people from the com·
Before coming to Murray munity with musical
State, Michelson was the backgrounds.
' associate director of choral ac·
Non-music major!! and people
tivities at Michigan State
who have never sung before
University.
also have an opportunity to par·
Michelson said he decided to ticipate in choral activities on
come to Murray State because campus through the University
of the campus' atmosphere.
Choral which does not require
''I wag really impressed when an audition to join. Micht•lson
I came for my interview, with said.

Filmgoer delighted, shocked
in 'Magnolia' play differences
With the Playhouse in the \
Park production of Steel
Magnolias down to its lust ~r·
formances, there undoubtedly
will be comparisons made to
the play and the 1989 film
adaptation of the same name.
While the film took place
throughout Chinquapin, La.,
the play stays within a beauty
shop owned by Truv,y <Faye
Austin in the Playhouse; Dolly
Parton, the movie).
The direction each work
takes in its setting is just
right Trying to put a whole
town on a small stage is toQ
much and setting a two·hour
movie in a beauty shop can be
claustrophobic.
One thing about spreading a
one-location play into a multi
location movie is some scenes
change locale. While some of

~

..

the funniest lines stayed at
Truvy's shop in the play, they
were spread oul over such
places a& a supermarket, the
Christmas festival and even
the cemetery where Shelby
( Carol Bogard in the
Playhouse; Julia Roberts, the
movie) was buried.
Another difference is that
most of the events people saw
in the movie were only talked
about in the play. This is good
for people who have and have
not seen the movie.
Perhaps the most important
difference in the two works is
with men. Since M'Lynn (Ton·
da Thomas in the Playhouse;
Sally Field, the movie) said
her husband Oru1h Cl'pm. Sker-

rill in the moviel would never
set foot in a beauty shop, we
never see him, nor the other
me.n the women talk about, in
the play.
The film. with its many
locales, allows the men to be
seen and beard, though not
quite as much as the women.
All differences aside, both
versions are great to watch.
While the names of Liz Bussey
(Annellel, Vickie Jones
CCiaireel and Louise Weather.
ly COuiser) do not yet have the
impact of Daryl Hannah,
Olympia Dukakis and Shirley
MacLaine (the actres.'les who
played Annelle, Cla1ree and
Ouiser in the film), all the ac·
tresses from the Playhouse are
still wonderful in their respective performances.

Playhouse In the Park cast members are from left, Liz Bussey,
Carol Bogard, VIckie Jones, To nda Thomas and Faye Austin.
Whlch version you like best
and see live theater, catch the
may depend on your Playhouse in Lhe Park produc·
preference in entertainment.
but hurry. There are only
If you prefer to be entertained tion,
three performances left: Frifrom your favorite comfy day and Saturday at 8 p.m.
chair, rent the video or wait and Sunday at 2 p.m.
for its cable premiere.
If you would rather go out

-

,.
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Theater opener features
Shakespeare's 'Tempest'
By ANGELA SHACKELFORD
Reporter

For the students who were not assigned to
read "The Tempest" by William Shakespeare,
there is a :flay to enjoy Shakespeare's last work.
The Murray State University Theatre will
begin its season with "The Tempest" on Oct. 5.
"'The Tempest' is about a sorceror named Prospero who sees a chance to avenge himself on all
who have done him wrong. He creates a storm
and shipwrecks all these people on an island,"
play director James I. Schempp said.
"Contrary to what one might believe, this is
not your typical Gilligan's Island story. It is a
romantic comedy and farce combined,"
Schempp said.
'"The Tempest' is one of many productions
happening this year," MSU Theatre Director
Mark Malinauskas said.
Other productions include two studio plays,
"Wa r of the Roses'' and " Everybody's Secret"
shown on Oct. 18·19. These are directed by
students.
" A ~fusical PotpowTi" is a program featuring
. scenes from opera and theatre musicals.
Featured composers will include Mozart, Minot·
ti and Verti.

" One scene is from 'Sweeney Todd' by Steven
Sondheim," Malinauskas said This is a joint
production with the Murray State department
of music. It will debut on Nov. 1.
Under the direction of Becky Reynolds,
"Samuel Beckett: A Rememberance" will be
shown Nov. 13-17 The production will take a
look into Beckett's plays. One of the plays
featured will be "Krapp's Last Tape" about a
man looking at his life.

*
* All*. . g~ TAR
*
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Malinauskas said "Catastrophe,'' another of
Beckett's plays, is about folks in a mannequin
shop, trying to piece together an outfi t.
Beckett's play "Rockabye" is about a woman
exploring what life means to her as she sits in
her rocking chair.
Three one·act plays will be presented Dec. 6-7.
"When Shakespeare's Ladies Met," "Ghost
Story" and "Somet hing I'll Tell You Tuesdav,''
are the planned performances.
•
"The Musicians of Bremen" will begin a
three-day run on Feb. 27.
"The play tells th e story of animals. who a re
over the hill, and who leave their home to seek
fame and fortune in the t own of Bremen."
Malinauskas said. "Along the way, t hey realize
that cooperation helps to reach success and
happiness."
Directed by Janet Kenney, t he musical will be
shown Feb. 27. 28 and March 1.
Denise Dillard's "Blue Collar Blues" will be
performed March 29-30 and April 4·6.
"The play shows how the residents of Coffee,
Ark . r·espond to being out of work in the very
near future . It's a comedy directed by James I.
Schempp. It's sure to be great," Malinauskas
said.
"Dance Theatre 10," performed by the MSU
Dance Theatre, is a production with emphasis
on jazz and modern dance movements. The
Dance Theatre is under the direction of
Rosemary Fletcher.
''Our real goal is to get more students to come
to the plays and productions,'' Schempp said.
"The ticket.s may not fully pay for t he show, but
we would hke to see the seats filled."
'!l~kets ~re ~5 at the door . Coupon books con·
tammg stx ttckets are available. A Murray
State. student book is $15 and a single coupon
book ts $20. "Two-Fers" also are available containing two coupon books for $25.
'
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By ANGELA SHACKELFORD
Reporter

A familiar face will be
behind the scenes of "The
Tempest" to aid the theater
crew in scenery and set
design.
Jerry Abbitt received a
degree in theater from Mur·
ray State University in 1973.
He then went to Purdue
University where he gained
his master's degree in
theater.
From there he moved to
Oklahoma and worked in the
John Williams Playhouse in
Tulsa. Abbitt was the design
and technical director and
was responsible for the
designs, scenes and many of
the elements that go into the
making and scenery of a
play.
After three and half years,
Abbitt went back to Purdue
to get his master's degree in
fine arts. In the spring,
before his graduation from
Purdue, he was called for an
interview at California State
University at Northridge.
For the past 10 years, Ab·
bitt has worked in California
with many of the local
theaters as well as the one in
Northridge. He said he has
received great reviews for
his work.
One theater he worked for
was the Little Broadway Production Tour Group. In his
many productions there, he
said he received many grand
reviews.

Jerry Abbitt

In a review in the LA
Parent, the critic started her
second sentence with com·
ments about the scenery and
how outstanding it was.
He also received the
Dramalogue's " Drama
Critic's Award ." The
Dramalogue is a trade
publication that announces
play t•eviews, lists of casts
and job offers.
Last spring, Abbitt said he
felt a lot of pressure working,
80 he decided to take a sabbatical director' s leave.
Deciding to come back to this
area, Abbitt call£>d "The
Tempest" director James I.
Schempp and asked if he
could help or volunteer his
t ime.

*

*
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(Top left) Racer head coach Mike Mahoney voices his opinion to
an official. (Bottom left) Offensive linemen Brett Hubblnger (71)
and Norman Mlms (55) exchange high-fives after a good play.
(Right) Defensive tackle James Lewis celebrates Murray State's
14·1 0 upset of Eastern Illinois.

Racers ·host TTU in OVC opener
By MIKE PADUANO
Editor
The Racers ended a two-game
losing streak with a 14-10 win
over Eastern Dlinoislast Saturday, but now the MSU football
team must concentrate on ending another two-game losing
streak to Tennessee Tech in
their Ohio Valley Conference
opener 7:30 p.m. Saturday at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
The Racers are coming off an
emotional win in last Saturday's 14·10 come from behind
win over Eastern Illinois
University.
The Tech Golden Eagles (2-2)
enter Saturday's game followi ng a 42-32 road-loss to Ohio
University.
Head Coach Mike Mahoney
said his team will not change
much for Tennessee Tech.
"We're just going to continue
to improve on what we've
done," Mahoney s aid.
What the Racers did defensively was to put more pressure
Sports

on the quarterback and run the
ball well for the first time this
year.
The Racers recorded a seasonhigh five sacks and ran the ball
for 262 yards, including 124
yards for Michael Davis.
Mahoney said the defensive
unit has improved tremendous·
ly over the first two games and
will need to avoid the "big
play" which helped the offense.
"The defense played well, and
bought some time for us to get
on track on offense," Mahoney
said.
Despite the rushing totals,
Mahoney is looking for im·
provement from the offensive
unit.
" Fourteen points is not
enough," Mahoney said.
Mahoney said the Racers will
have to move the ball better
through the air.

"We need to call more pass
plays," Mahoney said.
Against Eastern Tilinois,
Racer quarterback Kevin Proctor completed three passes in
seven attempts for 72 yards.
Mahoney said 12 pass plays
were called against EIU, but
Proctor was either sacked or
ran on the other five pla1s.
Despite completing less than
50 percent of his passes, Proctor
received praise from Mahoney.
"He did well," Mahoney said.
"He threw three really good
passes."
Proctor is still trying to readjust to the quarterback position
after spending a year as a running back at Northeastern
Oklahoma Junior College.
Saturday's game will
mark the 36th meeting between
the Racers and the Golden
Eagles with MSU holding a
commanding 26-8-1 lead in the
series.
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LAST WEEK: · MSU 14, EIU 10. Ohio University 42,
Tennessee Tech 32.
LAST MEETING: (1989) Tennessee Tech 21 , MSU 20
(at Cookeville, TN) .
RECORDS:
MSU 1-2, Tennessee Tech 2·2.
SERIES :

Tennessee Tech leads 28·26-1.

SITE:

Stewart Stadium, Murray, KY

K ICKOFF:

7:30

p.m. CST.
Graphtc by SCOTT A..EMING
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RACER SPORTS WEB
FRIDAY

I SATURDAY
TenneaaM Tech

SPORT

0-0

(3-0)

0-0

Murray State
Austin Peay
Morehead State
•AU ST IN P E AY: T he
Governors (0-3) travel to Birmingham, Ala., to face Samford University (1-1-1),
Saturday at 6 p.m.
APSU is coming off a 34-7
trouncing in their home
opener with Southwest
Missouri.
• EASTERN KENTUCKY:
The Colonels (3-0) are ranked
eighth in the latest Div. 1-AA
poll. EKU travels to Bowling
Green to face the 19th rank·
ed Western Kentucky
Hilltoppers Saturday at 7
p.m.
Eastern defeated 1-AA
power Georgia Southern
42-34 on the road last week.

•MIDDLE TENNESSEE:
The Blue Raiders (4-0) are
t he top-ranked team in Div.
I-AA following their 20-7
home win over Western Kentucky last week.
MTSU is on the road to

(2-2)

Eaetem llllnole 10
IISU···--·-···--·.0 7

0

7

I!IU•••••••••••••••••-.0 7 0
3
MSU· Sypho 13 run (Duncan
ldck)
EIU- Jones 12 run (D'Aiealo
ldck)
EIU· FG D'Aieslo SO
MSU-Davla 41 run (Duncan
Kick)

· IISU
EIU
Firat Oown......................14
19
Rushet/Vwds.......5SI262 451140
154
Pasalng...........................72
Conl!{Attl1nt............ 3{1/0 12/2611
Total otrenae................as-4
294
Penaltlealyards. ........~

Puntalyarda.............71215
Poelesalon lme.- .27:28

121106
8/232
32:34

INDIVIDUAL LEADUS
RUSHING· Murray State,
Davis 22·124, Sypho 18-98,
Proctor 9·33, Reynolds 4· 15.
Eastern Illinois, Jones 29· 122.
Cutllo 5-21. Thome 8-18.
PASSINO· Mumty state,
Proctor 3-8-4 72, Sypho o-t-o 0.
lllncU, Thome 12-24-0
154, Bortcowsld o-2-1 0.
RI!CEIVINO· Murray Sblte,
Miller 2-st, Havill 1-33. Eutem
lhlcMs. Hlc:ikrlwl 2-36, Caltllo 3ss. ~ 1-28, Jonea 1-11l.

e.ua.m

(1-2)

0-1

(1-3)

....

t..........
r, .~.....

/

,

·~~~:

I

Home

I I

.. ,

.

*No Scheduled Event

Women's results at Purdue

(0-3)

Invitational

face UT-Chattanooga (1·2)
Saturday at 7 p.m. EDT.
•MORE HE AD STATE:
The Eagles (1·3) were crushed by Liberty University
42-13 last week.
MSU hosts winless Morgan
State Saturday at 7 p.m .
EDT.
•TENNESSEE STATE:
The Tigers (2-2) face Central
State (2-0) in Louisville at
Cardinal Stadium Saturday
at 2 p.m. EDT.
TSU is coming off a 20-16
win over Flor ida A&M
before 46,024 in Atlanta, Ga.

•TENNESSEE TECH: The
Golden ~lea (2-2) are at
Roy Stewart Stadium to face
Murray State.
The Golden Eagles are
coming off a 42-32 loss to
Ohio University while the
MSU Race r s defeat e d
Eastern Illinois 14-10 last
week.

Men's results at Memphis
State Tiger Invitational

Artulnsas State
Memphle State
Rhoclee

Indiana
Iowa
Purdue
Cent. Mich.
Miami, Ohio
llllnole
Ball State
MUII'ay State
West llllnole

30
47

121

1M

131
140
192
242
248
288
2117

Marquette

Anderson

INDIVIDUAL RI!SULTS
Top2D
Michelle Dekkers
lJ 18:42
Tracy Dahl
Iowa 16:53
Mary Ketch
17:05
Amy Legecld
lJ 17:13
Jennifer Brower
Iowa 17:15
Mary Driacott
lJ 17:.20
Amy KOontz
FU 17:21
Tam WotWus
Iowa 17:23
CMU 17:25
SuzvSomers
Celeete Smyll
MOU 17:29
Kathy Gobbett
lJ 17:52
u 17:39
DMa alrobal
lJ 17:.41
Cruz Zaroo
Lan Slmrnortng
u 17:42
Debbie Kowak
CMU 17:47
Christine Salsbeny Iowa 17:48
Lorlynn Hoffmln
FU 17!51
Iowa 17:58
Jennifer .lohMan
MJ 18:02
AnchaShane
Hellther Kuhn
IISU 17:41
011Mwii8U ..........
Rebecca Mlzener
Kendra Hedlund
Libby SUtoYee
CfY*I Roberlon
Stlphllnie Evllnl
Melody Helgerson

, . , . _ ThorMa

at Southeast Mnourl
Tournament

15 15 15

SEMO
MSU

12

8

8

Top lnclvtdJallnlehel (Eadl
player played two JOUnds wllh
ead'lrowtd a per 72. and a
tournament per of 144):

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS

KII.LS- 0otv 11, Allen 6.
DIGS· t.AcMoy 15, Doty 14,
Koehler 7.
ASSISTS· Rubio 9, OonneYy

a

GOlf
University of
Clnclnnattl Collegiate
Golf TOURNAMENT
T..-nRnlah:
lnclana

599

Marshall

806

Weetem KenluckV
MURRAY STATE
OhloU.

E. llnola

618
820
828
831
833
835
837
838
838
638
640
842
843
648
848

Pwdue

858

Austin Peay

659
867

~

Clnc:lmalll

xavter

t.tam u.
Noire Dame
E.astem Kentucky
CleYeland Sl
MTSU
Youngstown
E. Michigan

Morehead St.

Deyton

Shaun Michael

lJ

Erlc Shatfter

MAR
MAR
lJ
II S U
xavier

JodV Roudenbuah IU
J. Yart.l
J . StaLI'off
Chrlt WI '-on
D. Von Haefen
M. Brumnetd
A. Weinstein
Jeff S.nders
M. Alary
J . Kavach
B. Beldon
T. L.arrOert

K. Trlefenbad1
S. McMurry

P.J. McDougal
B. Baysinger
D. Kely

MoU
MU

IISU
APSU

csu

Akron

UCin.
ElJ
MTSU
V't'Kll
V't'Kll
OU

M.w..

ou

T. Rupett

MU
MU
V't'Kll

T. ~

J. o.y

Jeff Wella
C.B. Steven
T. Johnlon
A. t.Wllhall
c. Sekalla
s. Sdveck
A. Yard
D. Ross
Pftce Coakley

Dirk Brinker

IISU

CSU

E. a.t
EKU
Aluon

uco

B<U
MUO
IISU
II8U

145
148
1<47
149
149
1 51
151
151
152
1 53
153
153
153
153

153
153

154
154
154
155
155
155

156
157
157
157
157

157
158
158
158
181
183

1~

19:18
18:35
18-M
HIA
NIA
NIA

37

37
81
91

INDIVIDUAL RUULTS
Top8
Ntdlew Juby
MSU 21:08
ASU 21 :17
Rob Vandefway
MSU 21:27
T1m l..erflllev
IISU 21 : 29
Chrla B•rrtger
IISU 21:31
Cart Dlll•rd
Keith Duguid
ASU 21:33
Wayne Stlr1ely
ASAJ 21:36
J.K. LeMure
IISU 21:52
IISU 21:58
Steve Rllacoe
Stevie Hyde
ASU 2:2:01
John Ackermen
IISU 22:08
TAM)f Johnlon
ASU 22:13
MSU 22:13
Geoff Flekher
IISU 22:21
Jim Cermak
Ben Schulze
Rhodes 22:22
IISU 22:29
Rich Boyle
James Weltlphlll Rhodell 22:33
o..ot T1mbertlike Rhodes 22:34
Pk*eftng
ASAJ 22:58
Scol Johneon
Rhodes 23:07
SoottHelnM
Rhodes 23:08
S..,Morw'l
Rhodes 23:08
MSU 23:12
11m McConnel
Kyle Bllldwln
ASAJ 23:28
• Bumlll
MSU 23:12

seev.

.......~~
.......

~

71X)p.m.

(2-2)

0-0
0-0

Murray State

Middle
Tenneaaee

Golf*

CROSS COUNTRY
llw'rayState14

~

~~

!Cross
Country

Overall

(4-0)

I

WBLN 103.7

Volleyball

OVC STANDINGS
1-0
1-1

WONDAY I TUESDAY IWEONESDAYI Tl«JRSDAY

Tennis*

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE

Middle Tennessee
Tennessee State
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech

I

7:30 p.m.
Rldo

Football

w.:..L.

SUNDAY

VOlLEYBALL
at Ill/nola State T~ment

QeOI'gla
MSU

11 15 15
810 5

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
KILLa. Koehler 9, Ooty 9,
Price 5.
DIGS- Koehler 7, McCoy 7,
Connely 8.
.
AasiSTS- 0onne1v 17, Rubio

a

ISU
MSU

11 13 15 15
115 811

INDIVIDUAL LIIADERS
KIU.S. McCoy 10, Koehler 9,
Price 7.
DIGS· McCoy 15, Ooty 13,
Koehler 11 Allen 8.
ASSISTS- Donnely 21, R&.tio
11.

Rice
IISU

15 17 t5
8 tl13

INDIVIDUAL LIIADEIIS
KILLS- Doty 14, Allen 7,
Koehler4.
DIGS· Doty 15, R.ublo 9,
McCov 9.
Ratio 11, Donnelly

.·a .AU..,...

RACER OF THE WEEK: MlchMI om., number
35, ru8hed 124 yarda and ecored the winning touchdown In
Saturday night's game against Eatem IHtnola Unlve1'81ty.
Davia, a aenlor running back from Elkmont, Ala., broke a
atreak of 13 gamea without a Racer back ruahlng for at least
100 yards.

.
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Racers finish poorly at
University of Cincinnati

.

SPORTS NOTEBOO:K

By ANGIE MIDDLETON

Editor
The Racers finished fourth
out of 20 teams in the Univeristy of Cincinnati Intercollegiate
Tournament in Middletown,
Ohio.
"We were prepared well when
we left for the tournament,"
coach Buddy Hewitt said. " We
JUSt didn't play well enough to
win."
Hewitt· said the golf course
had a lot to do with the disappomting showing.
"Shaker Run is an extremely
difficult golf course and a very
intimidating course and I think
a couple of our players were intimidated by it and so, didn't
shoot well," Hewitt 11aid
Chris Wilson, a sophomore
from Graves County, said that
the course played longer
because the soft conditions did
not allow much roll. Wilson led
the team with 78·73, 151 and
tied for sixth overall.
"This course was really
hard," Wilson said. "Plus they
(at Middletown) had had about
two inches of rain two or three
days befure the tournament,
which didn't make things any
easier."
Wilson said in order to win,
the Racers need to have a
stronger finish.
"We were doing well the first
nine holes (of the final round)
and then began to slack off,"
Wilson said.
The Racers went eight over
par on the last hole of the tournament and between the five,
three bogied, one double bogied
and one triple bogied.
Assistant Sports

I

GOLP
Jeff Sanders, a junior from
Evansville, Ind., said he felt
confident the first round and
the first 14 holes of the second
round, but did not play Ill! well
the remaining four holes.
" It's good we have the
weekend off," Sanders said.
"I'm having a swing problem
and some trouble with my
driver, so that. will give me
some time to work on those
before we go to Eastern,"
Sanders said.
Although there were ~everal
larger schools like Indiana
University and University of
Miam1. Ohio, involved in the
tournament, the Racers were
not intimidated, Sanders said.
"We played decent, just not as
good as we're capable of,"
Sanders said. "Big schools are
not so intimidating. We know
we're as good as Indiana, and
we're as good as any school that
was in the tournament.
"We're a good team if we can
get it going a litte better,"
Sanders said.
The Racers will leave Friday
Oct. 6 for the Eastern Kentucky
University Fall Classic at Rich·
mond where they will play 36
holes on Saturday and 18 holes
on Sunday.
"The course (at Eastern) is
supposedly easier and we're doing better in practice," Wilson
said. "We've got enough talent
that if we all get together and
have a good day, we could run
away with it."

THE 3rd ANNUAL WOMEN'S FALL FESTIV~ TENNI~
TOURNAMENT will be held Oct 6-7 at the Vars1ty Tenrus
Courts.
• · 1
Events at the tournament will include: open women s smg es
and doubles; women's 30 and over singles and doubles; and
mother/daughter doubles.
The entry deadline is Oct. 4.
For additional information contact women's tennis coach
Sherryl Rouse at 762·6462.

READ
The Murray
State News

It's
catching_!

THE MSU FENCING CLUB took three of four events at The
Kentucky Divisionals last wt>ek in the C~rr Health Building..
Shawn Lawrence Jed MSU with Win~' m the ~>Sbre and fo1l
events and Isaac Schroeder took the Class E and Under Epee
event.
La\\Tence also recorded a second·place finish in the Epee Open
event and Jon Wilson was the runner-up in the Sabre and finish ·
ed third in the Class E and Under Epee.
Lawrence, the club organizer, said the club practice~' at least
two times a week and competes throughout Kentucky.
The Fencing Club's next event will be the Couples Open in
Bowling Green in October.

~w Pw3

Gci Co&ne$2
Golf Ring. $2
8dlng e.g.. 50t
Mnial&n Golf $1.7S
713·1112

MICHAEL DAVIS became the flr8t MSU running back to rush
for more than 100 yards in a game in more than a season.
Davis, who rushed for 124 yards in Saturday's win over
Eastern lllinois, broke the string of 13 games without an MSU
back breaking the 100-yards-rushed mark.
Davis was the last MSU back to rush for 100-plus yards in the
final game ofthe 1988 season when he gained 109 yards against
Austin Peay.

SIDcked
Gel Shop

PGA Pro

lessons Available

DANNY AMATO WAS NAMED Co-Ohio Valley Conference
Player of the Week on defense for last week.
Amato, a senior linebacker from Hoboken, N.J., had 21
tackles (21 assists) and is second in career tackles-at MSU.
Amato was an All-OVC pick last year and was a pre-season
All-America selection this year.
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Miniature Golf
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· ContrarY to ·
conventional wisdom,
stress is not a 20th century
phenomenon.
The Episcopal Church can't promise an end to
stress. But we can promise to help you live better
with stress through the love, support and
fellowship of Jesus Christ. Come join us this
Sunday.

1be Episcopal Church

with these specials
Prairie Farms
Yogurt

8oz.

Tombstone Pizza
Original
12 in.

3/$1.39

2/$7

Eckrich
. Sliced
Bologna

1 lb. package

$1.69·

St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 W. Main St.
Sunday 8 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.

--

Piggly
Wiggly
South 12th Street and Glendale

Plggly Wiggly
Microwave
Popcorn
10.5 oz.

$1.29
Open 24 Hours
Monday • Friday
7 a.m. • midnight
Saturday and Sunday
753·9~16

I
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Segovia hopes tough schedu~; ·
hard work will pay off for Racers
By GREG AL LEN
Assistant

Sports Editor

Racer volleyball bead coach
Oecar Segovia aaid hie team's
tough echedule will "pay oft"'
when it comes time to defend
the Ohio Valley Conference
championship.
"The girls understand that
they have to pay a price for
success," Segovia said.
Right now, that price is auf.
fering a four-match losing
streak.
On Tuesday, the Racers fell
to Southeast Misaouri State
University 15-12, 15-8, 15-8
and last weekend lost three
matches in the Dlinois State
Tournament.
In the tournament, the
Racers lost to the University
of Georgia 15-6, 15-10, 15-5;
Illinois State 15-5, 13·15,
15·6, 15·11; and Rice Univer·
sity 15·9, 17-15, 15·13.
segovia said that Dlinois
State played in the NCAA
tournament last year and
Rice featured a 6·foot...f·inch
AU-American.
"lllinois State had the pride
and tradition that comee

along with playing in the
NCAA," Segovia said.
"One of the reasons I
scheduled such a tough and
strong schedule this year is to
better ourselves aDd learn
about adversity a nd
pressure,'' Segovia said.
The Racers started the year
off by playing three matches
on the West Coast, they have
played in two toumamenta
and will play in two more
before the aeaaon is over.
Currently, the Racel'8 are
6-8. That's far better than lut
year at this time when they
were 5-12.
" If you compare this year to
last year, we are far ahead of
schedule. I think we are com·
ing together," Segovia said.
One of the players who is
helping the team come
together is Jill McCoy who is
providing senior leadership
and experience.
Segovia said McCoy was the
most versatile player because
she was moved from aetter to
play in the middle.

It's time to ADVERTISE . ·..

In the MSU Newsl
WEST KENTUCKY PROPERTIES

"She has taken a great
responsibility this year
because it is the second time
in athletics we've asked her to
tU1 an important position. She
has adapted really well,"
Segovia aaid.
T h e Racers travel to
Cookville, Tenn., Saturday to
play Tenneaeee Tech Univer·
sity and then return home
Monday for their OVC home
opener against Middle Tennessee State University.
After playing the last 10
matches on the road, Segovia
and the Racers will be glad to
return to the friendly confines
of Racer Arena.
"We're excited about coming back home to play but
first we have to take care of
business at Tech and play
them to the best of our abili·
ty," Segovia said.

Home - Fann - Commercial
STEPHEN DURBIN
"'ISU Clau of 64"
Principle Broker
1415 B Main St.

Murray

a
I

Buslneea: 759-1181
Home: 438-2987

14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET

"It is important for us to
bounce back," Segovia said.
"If everything works out for
us and we play together and
get ourselves excited like we
did against SEMO, even
though we Lost, I think
everything will work out for
Murray State."

Racers ·fare well in Memphis, Purdue
tie for first place in Tiger Invitational
By MICHAEL PADUANO
Sports Editor

The Racers showed coach
Stan Narewski what the team
could do with-. healthy Lineup
last Saturday as MSU tied for
farst-place at the Memphis State
Tiger Invitational in Memphis,
Tenn.

CBOSS COUNDY
tbllt ooaaistency in the topthree aud bottom-two runners
has helped the team.
"The top-three did an exceptional job," Narewkaki said.

Boosted by the return of one of
Narewski said the key to win·
team's strongeiJt runners, Carl ning was "everyone running in
Dillard, the Racers took four of a group - one through seven."
the top 10 spots on route to a
score of 37, which tied Arkansas
The men's team will travel to
Carbondale, Ill. to compete at
State in the four team event.
Southern Dlinois University.
The Racers also received consistent performances from the
The Lady Racers did not
bottom finishers, with MSU's finish as well as the men's team
worst individual finishes com· last week at Purdue University.
ing in at 14th and 16th place, MSU fi.nished 51 points behind
gaining 28 points on Arkansas meet winner Indiana
State's last two finishers.
University.
·
Head coach Stan Narewski
said his team has performed
well two weeks in a row and

Head coach Margaret Simmons said her team ran well,
but not well enough against big·

'We 'II show some Improvement In the next
couple of weeks.'
-Simmons
ger acboola like IU and the
U Diversity of lllinoia.
"We could have done better,"
Simmons said. "There was
nothing wrong."

SiX Favorite

Simmons said the team will
need to be more anreasive in
future races and abo needa
some work on conditioning,
which had been slowed by the
hot weather.

Meals

With the cooler weather, Sim·
mona said the team will begin
to work harder on speed and
conditioning.
"We'll show some improvement in the next couple of
weeks," Simmons said.

Under$5.

Bates has unforgettable night
whether he had hit the ball well
enough for it to leave the park.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Mark Bates had one of those
nights.
Bates, a righkentedielder
for the Alpha Tau Omega softball team, hit a career-high
three home runs Monday night
in helping ATO defeat Pi Kappa
Alpha, 16-12.
Until Monday's outburst,
Bates, a senior from Santa
Claus, Ind., had hit only one big
fly in his first two years of play·
ing for ATO, so Bates was a bit
surprised by his strength Mon·
day night.
"All rm doing when I go to
the plate is trying to make con·
tact and hit the ball hard
somewhere,'' Bates said.

Bates said he did receive an
indication of what might happen in Monday's game on Sun·
day when he participated in t he
team's batting practice.

"I hit some out on Sunday,
but the wind was blowing and
with the field being kind of
short l didn't think too much of
it,'' he said.
Bates missed a fourth dinger
by just inches as his drive was
caught against the fence for an
out. It was the only time he was
retired in four trips to the plate.
He said on each of his three
homers he felt ·uncertain of

"The first one I knew I had hit
well, but really on each one I
was just hoping that they get
out," he said.

So far this season Bates is batting .778 for ATO, which stands
alone at the top of the Inter·
fraternity Council League stan·
dings with a 4-0 record. He said
the idea of having another
game like Monday's is nice but
thinks it is unlikely to happen
again.
"Actually. I think Monday
night was a fluke," Bates said.
"It could happen again but I
wouldn't bet money on it."

•

• USDA Choice Regular Sirloin-$4.49
• Golden Fried Shrimp-$4.49
• Deluxe Chopped Sirloin-$3.99
•Chicken Ftlets-$3.99
• Chicken/Country-Fried Steak-$3.99
• Sirloin Tips- $419

.

Specials include choice of potato or rice pilafand Texas Toast

721 S. 12th St.
Oft'eriOQdth~ 11112190. Good only•~~ No -.on~.
01990. OoldeD Coml Colpogdo&L

·,
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